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· portanl10 my philosophy of life, if I rna)' so digni~y it. This is a philosophy wh}ch I believe
In'lost Ausualians nowadays accept. It IS the philosophy of equal opportUnIty or non~
d-scnmination. We do not disadvantage people for immutable characteristics. If their
'~mutable characteristic is being a woman, we do not disadvantage them for mat reason. If
~eir immutable chancteristic is being of a certain race, we don't disadvantage lhem for that
reasononly. If the immutable characteristic is an inq.pacity to speak English as a mother
tongue then, puuling though that may at first be for a generally monolingual community, we
accePt iliat that should not normally disadvantage such people, at least so far as we can equalize
that disadvantage in our institutions.

Since 1963 there has been a growing recognition of the self-evident fact out of which this

P
rinciple of multiculturalism has been constructed. This is the fact that the numbers involved

In our community, whose first language is not English, are very great. The numbers who
s~ languages other than English at home are very great. They continue to ,row. And out of
mat factor, concerning the character of our country, conclusions must be denved which affect
our institutions. These include the courts of law. So that is the first consideration. That which
was appropriate in England. in the nin~teenth c~ntury and that which. was even a~propriate as a
principle for an overwhelmmgly Enghsh-speaking country of the earher part of thlS century and
even into the: post-wac period, may not be appropriate for our country today. Its elhnic, cultural
and linguistic base has shifted. The law which serves the community as it is must also shifl
with that change.

The lojugices Qr Denial of Full Translation

The second and most potent force for change which occurred to me was when, in the Law
Refonn Commission, we were examining the review of the law of evidence in Federal courts.
Until now, as many 'of you would know, Federal courts have applied as the law of evidence
(including the law relating to interpreters), that law as has been developed in different parts of
the country. Where Federal courts sit, they apply the local law, if it is one of practice. In the
Law Reform Commission we began to look at this rule and to consider whether this was the
right principle. A number of considerations began to be revealed which made dear to me that
Which I suppose ought to have been clear earlier, but which I had not earlier perceived.

For example, the following cases were given to the Law Reform Commission in the course'of
its inquiry.C-3)

1. An Anglo-Australian youth was accused of entering the property of a Polish born
couple. Both were aged pensioners. The youth was accused of bashing them so that
medical help was urgently needed. An interpreter was called to help the womm.
tlowever, the judge found that the woman could speak some English. He ordered the
interpreter to stay away from her. He also ordered him not to speak to her even during
the recess. The lawyer for the defendant conducted the questioning by needling the
woman with detailed questions. The woman used her insufficient English as well as she
could to face the cross-examination. However, there was a moment when the plaintiff
became confused. She was asked if she was -present- at the Police Station. As it later
emerged, she did not know that -present- meant something other than a gift. At that
time, the interpreter rose up to interrupt the proceedings. The trial judge ordered, -No
int~retin~-. There were many similar moments in the case when the jUdge declined to
pennu an Interpreter.

2. In the Russian language, the word -ruka- corresponds both to the English word -hand
and the word -arm-. The expression -family- has a wide or narrow meaning,
according to the cultural background of a witness. Basic English words such as
-girlfriend-, -housewife- or -babysitter- do not have any strict Polish equivalent. In
England the morning finishes and the afternoon starts at twelve noon. But in Polish the
momin.& erano-) finishes early, around eleven o'clock. The afternoon starts later at
approximately three·thirty. A person could be hanged in other countries, sentenced to
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fundamental Human Rights lod the Covenant

I n~ns to the third reason which has led me to believe that ACQui!ina should not now be the law.
urmust be put briefly although it is not easy to put briefly. In February 1988 I went to a

ference in Bangalore in India. Collected there were judges from all ~ of the
~rnonwe.a1th o~ Nations. ~e question w:as, -What. is, the. functio~ in domestIc Co~rts. in
relation to intemaUonal human nghts conventions to whtch "thelT couotnes have aceoded'1

If ou look: at the recent decisions of the English courts on, say, the SRycatchef case (-5), youwih notice something interesting and new. The beginning point of the judgement of the judges
of the English Court of Appeal in resolving that conflict between the claim of secrecy (in the
name of the duty owed by Crown officers to the Crown), and the claim of the community to
have exposed matters of imponance in which it was interested, is not a search through the
ancient principles of the English law. It is a reference to the statement of the obligations. which
had been accepted by the United Kingdom under the European Convention on Human Ri~hts.

If ou look at the recent parts of the weekly Law Reports you will see this same phenomenon
in~y cases. It is the assignment of the major premise, in matters touching important rights,
by reference to the European Convenljon on HUman Rights. I saw this new development
reflected recently in a case on whether a wardship order could be made in respect of an unborn
child. The starting point the judge took was not ancient principle or English case law. It was
the European Convention. So gradually,. in ~a~ great legal system from. which. we have
derived, with enormous advaf!1age, the baSIC pnnclples of the law of AustralIa, the Judges are
looking to the European Convention for their basic rules in many cases. The question that was
posed by the Bangalore meeting was what implications this development had for Auslfalia and
other CQunlries. Do our judges have a similar obligation'?

The answer comes back, ·Well, we are not in the same position-. The British Government can
be taken to Strasbourg to answer in the European Court on Human Rights the complaints of
citizens concerning violations of the European Convention. The Australian position is not
similar. We are not panies to that Convention and Australia cannot be taken to any
international tribunal for suggested breaches of international human rights norms. But the legal
answer that comes bade to that suggested point of distinction is that the legal status of the
European Convention is the same in the United Kingdom as is, say, the IntemiitionaJ Covenant
on CjvU ilnd Political Riehts in Australia. In this country it is not part of a domestic law. The
Convention is not part of the law of the United Kingdom. Yet the judges of England
increasingly, in order to ensure that their Common Law and statutory interpretations are as
close as possible to harmony with the European Convention, are starting from that point. They
are saying, -What is the European Convention requirement on this issue'? Is that compatibl~

with the law of England'? As far as possible we should seek to make it so·. J
I

Now, what lessons does this important development have for us in Australia and for this topic'?
There was not a word of the Intem:a.tional Covenant on Civil and Political Riehts in any of the
decisions of the courts of Australia or New Zealand, concerned with the Spycatchermatter,
including my own. Reference to the Covenant was not submitted in argument. It was not put
to the court that we should consider the principles it contains relevant .to the right of free
speech. It was not thought by the court itself to be relevant. Are we different because we are a
Federation? DQes the fact that the Commonwealth accedes to the Covenant under the external
affairs power in the Australian Constitution alter the position of the basic rights stated in the
Covenant when compared to England'? Do our judges for that reason have no warrant to look to
the International Covenant on, for example. the right, as the Covenant says, to have an
interpreter. The Covenant expreSSion is well known to you. It is to have the free assistance. of
an interpreter if you cannot understand or speak the language used in the court. (*6)

R~ntly in the Court of Ap~ in New South Wales the question arose as to whether there was
a nght to speedy trial in thlS State. Two of the judges took as their starting point what had
been the practice of the justices in Eyre in England in the reign of King Richard n. There was a
search amongst the books, old and new, to find what the English courts had said century after
century ago. And what had been said since. I too undertook !hat enquiry, which was rather
unrewarding. However, I also directed attention in my judgement to the obligations of the
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